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Abstract The potential energy surface for the reaction of

a typical molecular system composed of N atoms is defined

uniquely by 3N-6 coordinates. These coordinates can be

defined by the Cartesian coordinates of the atomic centers

(minus overall translation and rotation), or a set of inter-

nally defined coordinates such as bond stretches, angle

bends, and torsions. By applying principal component

analysis to the geometries along a reaction path, a reduced

set of coordinates, d � 3N-6, can be obtained. This

reduced set of coordinates can reproduce the changes in

geometry along the reaction path with chemical accuracy

and may help improve the efficiency of reaction path

optimization algorithms.

Keywords Reaction path � PCA � Potential energy

surface � Optimization

1 Introduction

A potential energy surface describes the energy of a mol-

ecule as a function of its geometrical parameters [1]. The

potential energy surface representing the energetics of an

N atom molecule is defined in terms of 3N Cartesian

coordinates or at least 3N-6 internal coordinates. Minima

on the potential energy surface correspond to equilibrium

structures such as reactants and products, and first-order

saddle points represent transition states for reactions. There

are many areas of active study involving the exploration

of these surfaces, including geometry optimization [2],

reaction path following [3], reaction path optimization

[4–6], potential energy surface interpolation [7, 8], and

molecular dynamics [9]. The computational difficulty of

these algorithms depends heavily upon how many degrees

of freedom are used to define the potential energy surface.

Any approach to generate a reduced set of coordinates that

adequately describes the region of the surface to be

explored could improve the efficiency of these algorithms.

A set of (possibly redundant) internal coordinates

comprised of the stretching, bending, and torsion of bonds

may provide a better chemical description of the structure

and flexibility of a molecule than Cartesian coordinates.

Delocalized internal coordinates [10] are more compact

than primitive redundant internal coordinates and have

been employed for geometry optimization and vibrational

analysis. They are more general than non-redundant

(Z-matrix) internal coordinates, but still use 3N-6 coordi-

nates to represent the potential energy surface. Reaction

paths have been analyzed in terms of Cartesian coordinates,

internal coordinates [11], and adiabatic local modes [12].

Because reactions often involve the making and/or break-

ing of a small number of bonds, it should be possible to

represent the paths with far fewer than 3N-6 coordinates. In

this note, we use principal component analysis (PCA) [13]

to obtain a reduced number of coordinates to define a

reaction path. Principal component analysis has been used

successfully to obtain an improved set of internal coordi-

nates for vibrational analysis and to examine conforma-

tional changes in molecular dynamics simulations of

biomolecules [15, 16].

For a given reaction, one can define a steepest descent

reaction path that connects the reactant minimum through

the transition state to the products [17]. Reaction path

following can be carried out in Cartesian or internal
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coordinates, with or without mass-weighting [18, 19].

Since a reaction usually involves significant changes in

only a few bonds or angles, less than 3N-6 coordinates

should be needed to represent the changes in a molecule

along a reaction path. The rest of the coordinates remains

approximately constant as the molecule moves along the

path from reactants to products. A well-chosen subset of

(redundant) internal coordinates may provide a suitable

reduction in the number of coordinates needed to represent

the path. However, it is often difficult to choose such

coordinates manually. Principal component analysis can be

applied to the geometries that define a reaction path,

described by either internal or Cartesian coordinates. This

is a systematic method of obtaining a small set of coordi-

nates that can be used to reproduce the reaction path with

chemical accuracy.

In the following sections, we outline a PCA-based

coordinate reduction procedure and apply it to a number

of reactions for which the reaction path has already been

computed in order to provide a benchmark for the meth-

od’s effectiveness in generating a compact description of

a reaction path. The ene reaction is used to illustrate the

properties and convergence behavior of the coordinate

reduction method. The approach is then tested on a set of

model systems that are representative of a variety of

different reaction schemes. Finally, the method is applied

to a few reactions from the recent literature to demon-

strate the coordinate reduction scheme on some larger

systems.

2 Methods

Consider a reaction path represented by a set of p struc-

tures, with index 1 B k B p. Each structure can be

described by 3N Cartesian coordinates, where N is the

number of atoms. Let ck
l be the Cartesian coordinates,

where the superscript indicates the sequence number of the

structure along the path. Alternatively, internal coordinates,

qk
l, can be used to describe the structures. Greek sub-

scripts,1� l�m, are used for the coordinate number.

Overall translation and rotation are eliminated from the

Cartesian coordinates by moving the structures to a com-

mon origin and aligning them to a common axis. Any

discontinuities in the torsional coordinates are removed by

adding or subtracting 2p as necessary. Linear bends can be

avoided by including suitable dummy atoms in the internal

coordinate definitions.

Once the structures are prepared as above, the principal

component method is used to determine the coordinates

important to the reaction. To begin, the average value is

removed from each image along the path.

�xl ¼
1

p

Xp

l¼1

cl
l or �xl ¼

1

p

Xp

l¼1

ql
l ð1Þ

xk
l ¼ ck

l � �xl or xk
l ¼ qk

l � �xl ð2Þ

The covariance matrix, M, its eigenvectors, V, and the

diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, R, are given by

Mlm ¼
1

p

Xp

k¼1

xk
lxk

m ¼
1

p
XT X; VT MV ¼ R ð3Þ

where Xkl ¼ xk
l. The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix

are the principal components, and their associated eigenvalues

are the variances of the path along the corresponding

coordinates. Alternatively, the eigenvectors of M can be

obtained without computing 1
p XT X by singular value

decomposition of the matrix 1ffiffi
p
p X

1
ffiffiffi
p
p UT XV ¼ S;

ST S ¼ 1

p
UT XV
� �T

UT XV
� �

¼ VT 1

p
XT X

� �
V

¼ VT MV ¼ R ð4Þ

where S is an appropriately dimensioned matrix containing

the singular values on the diagonal. The singular values

correspond to the standard deviation along the associated

coordinates in V.

The above procedure yields a new set of coordinate axes

that can be used to represent the path

R ¼ XV; rk
k ¼

Xncrd

l

xk
lVlk ð5Þ

where the Rkk ¼ rk
k are the coordinates rotated onto the

principal component axes. If the eigenvalues or singular

values are arranged in descending order, the associated

coordinates have the property

Xp

k¼1

rk
k

�� ��[
Xp

k¼1

rk
kþ1

�� �� ð6Þ

for all values of k. Only the first d � 3N of these

coordinates have chemically significant values for any of

the images along the path. The path can be reconstructed

using only these d coordinates without a loss of chemical

accuracy.

~xk
l ¼ �xl þ

Xd

k¼1

rk
kVkl ð7Þ

To assess the accuracy of the reduction, the geometries

can be reconstructed with different values of d and

compared with the original path in the full coordinate
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space. The difference, in Cartesian coordinates, between

the reconstructed path versus the original path is used as

an error metric. To carry out this comparison with paths

reconstructed using redundant internal coordinates, the

Cartesians are generated iteratively by fitting displace-

ments in Cartesians to displacements in redundant inter-

nals [20]. This process begins by using the Cartesians

corresponding to the reactants as a starting point. Each

image along the path is fit, iterating until the RMS change

in the Cartesian coordinates is less than 10-4 bohr. The

Cartesian coordinates of the reconstructed paths can be

used to generate an energy profile for the reaction.

Comparison to the energy profile from the original reac-

tion path can then be used to assess the convergence of

the energy as additional coordinates are included in the

principal component expansion.

The principal components produced by the above

approach will naturally depend on the number of images

used in the analysis. A subset of the original path can be

constructed by taking the transition state plus every nth

image downhill in each direction. The PCA method can

be applied to these paths to obtain a new set of �x, X, and

V. These new average coordinate values and principal

components can then be used to reconstruct the path,

using all of the images, and compare it with the original

path. This provides a relationship between the number of

images used in the PCA, the number of components used

in the reconstruction of the path, and the reconstruction

error.

A test suite of representative reactions was chosen to

study using this coordinate reduction procedure. The

transition state for the reaction was found, and a steepest

descent reaction path was calculated using the Hessian-

based predictor corrector integration method [21] in the

Gaussian 09 suite of programs [22]. The step size was set to

0.05 Å, and up to 200 points were computed in each

direction. Mathematica [23] was used to analyze the data

and calculate the reduced coordinates. For redundant

internal coordinates, a single optimization step was taken

from the reactant and product geometries found by the

reaction path calculation in order to generate a set of

internal coordinate definitions. The union of these two sets

was used to analyze the reaction in redundant internal

coordinates.

3 Discussion and results

The convergence behavior of the coordinate reduction

procedure was tested with the ene reaction. This reaction is

a condensation of a molecule with a double bond and an

allylic hydrogen and a molecule containing a multiple bond

(Scheme 1). This system has only a few atoms, but the

reaction requires a concerted rearrangement of two double

bonds and a hydrogen transfer. In the simplest ene reaction,

propene and ethylene react to produce 1-pentene.

The effect of the PCA on the coordinates representing

the path is illustrated in Fig. 1. The Cartesian coordinates

with the first, second, third, and tenth largest variance for

Fig. 1 Reaction path for the ene reaction. a The three Cartesian

coordinates with the largest variance and the Cartesian coordinate

with the 10th largest variance. b The three Cartesian principal

components with the largest variance and the Cartesian principal

component with the 10th largest variance

Scheme 1 Ene reaction
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the ene reaction are plotted in Fig. 1a. Note that each

coordinate varies around its average value by ca. ±1 Å and

that the tenth coordinate varies roughly as much as the first

three. Figure 1b shows the first, second, third, and tenth

Cartesian principal components. The first principal com-

ponent is almost linear and has a range of nearly 3 Å. The

tenth principal component is nearly constant when com-

pared to the first three components.

Figure 2 shows the energy profiles corresponding to the

paths defined by the first d principal components for d = 1

through 4 for Cartesian and redundant internal coordinates.

With both coordinate systems, the region near the transition

state is first to converge. Because the transition state occurs

in roughly the middle of the reaction, the mean value of the

coordinates is a better approximation to the transition state

than it is to either of the minima. The redundant internal

coordinates converge more quickly to the true energy

profile because they are a more natural representation of

chemical motion, particularly when the principal motion

involves the rotation of a dihedral angle. In either coordi-

nate system, though, only a few coordinates are needed to

converge to the energy. Figure 3 shows the energy con-

vergence for the ene reaction as a function of the number of

principal components used to reconstruct the path. The

dashed horizontal line marks the chemical accuracy

threshold of 1 kcal/mol.

In general, fewer principal components are needed to

achieve chemical accuracy in the energy than in the

coordinates. Figure 4 demonstrates the convergence

behavior of Cartesian and internal coordinates relative to

the number of principal components needed to achieve

chemical accuracy. The dashed horizontal line marks the

chemical accuracy threshold of 0.005 Å. With this level of

accuracy, the scalar curvature along the reaction path in the

reduced coordinates is essentially the same as for the full

set of coordinates.

The effect of using fewer images to represent the path is

shown in Fig. 5, where the error in the coordinates is

plotted as a function of the number of images and the

number of Cartesian principal components used to recon-

struct the path. There is very little difference in the

Fig. 2 Energy along the reaction path for the ene reaction using the

first d principal components to represent the reaction path, d = 1–4.

a Cartesian coordinates. b Redundant internal coordinates

Fig. 3 Mean absolute error and maximum absolute error in the

energy along the path for the ene reaction as a function of the number

of principal components, the dashed horizontal line indicates

chemical accuracy of 1 kcal/mol

Fig. 4 Mean absolute error and maximum absolute error in the

Cartesian coordinates along the path for the ene reaction as a function

of the number of principal components. The dashed horizontal line
indicates chemical accuracy of 0.005 Å
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accuracy of the path versus the number of components used

when more than 20 images are used, out of a total of 178 in

the original path. When fewer images are used, the error

increases regardless of the number of principal components

used in the reconstruction of the path. The inset in the

figure shows the mean absolute error in the average coor-

dinates, �xl, as a function of the number of images in the

path, and this error does indeed reflect the error in the

contour plot. This systematic error is a consequence of

the mean-centered data used in the PCA method. For the

most reliable results, the images should be spaced to pro-

vide an adequate representation of the average value of the

coordinates. Furthermore, the number of images should be

at least two times the number of principal components

needed to achieve chemical accuracy.

Six representative test reactions were chosen to study

the properties of the coordinate reduction method (see

Schemes 1, 2):

1. The ene reaction of ethylene with propene.

2. The Diels–Alder reaction of ethylene with cyclobut-

adiene to form norbornene.

3. Hydrolysis of acetamide by water with an additional

water molecule.

4. The ring closing step of a Robinson annulation [24].

5. The trans-gauche rotational barrier of 1,2-

dichlorethane.

6. The isomerization for alanine dipeptide from the 7ax

minima to the aL minima [25].

These reactions were all carried out at the HF/3-21G

level of theory except reactions 2 and 4, which were

computed using the PM6 semiempirical method [26].

These examples were analyzed for the convergence to

chemical accuracy of both the energy and the coordinates.

The first four reactions have cyclic transition states which

involve the concerted motion of many atomic centers.

Reactions 5 and 6 are driven primarily by the rotation

about 1 and 2 dihedral angles, respectively. Dihedral

rotations are difficult to model using Cartesian coordinates,

but are one of the primary coordinate types used to represent

molecules when using internal coordinates.

Table 1 summarizes the energy convergence behavior for

the reactions in the above test set, showing the number of

principal components needed to achieve chemical accuracy

in mean absolute error and max absolute error for every

image along the path. In every case, the number of principal

components is much smaller than the total number of

coordinates. Redundant internal coordinates do a bit better

than the Cartesians, especially for reactions dominated by

torsions. The convergence behavior for the coordinates is

examined in Table 2. The redundant internals perform a

little bit worse in this case; but again, there is a large dif-

ference between the total number of coordinates and the

number in the reduced set for each reaction studied.

In addition to the above test reactions, three examples from

the recent literature were also analyzed for their convergence

to chemical accuracy of the coordinates (see Scheme 3):

1. The tautomerization of 2-pyridone assisted by two

water molecules [27].

2. NO insertion into the Co–CH3 bond of CpCo(CH3)

(NO) [28].

3. Matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP2) inhibition by

(S)–SB-3CT [29].

The first reaction involves two water molecules in a

concerted proton shuttle to convert 2-pyridone to

2-hydroxypyridine. It was calculated at a high level of

theory (MP2/6-311 ? G(d,p)) and illustrates that the

coordinate reduction methodology works equally well

when more accurate levels of theory are employed. The

second reaction is an example inorganic reaction involving

NO migratory insertion into a Co–CH3 sigma bond and was

computed with the B3PW91 functional [30–33] and the

6-311G(d) basis set. The third reaction is a large-scale QM/

MM study of the mechanism of SB-3CT reacting in the

active site of MMP2 and inhibiting the enzyme. The

reaction path involves a concerted proton abstraction,

opening of a three-membered ring, and tight binding of a

thiolate with the zinc ion in the active site. This example

Fig. 5 Contour plot of the mean absolute error in the coordinates

along the path for the ene reaction as a function of the number of

principal components and the number of images used to generate the

principal components, with the darkest region corresponding to an

error of [0.005 Å. The inset shows the mean absolute error in the

computation of the average coordinates versus the number of images

in the subset path
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illustrates that the reaction path for a very large system can

depend on only a few degrees of freedom.

Since the energy converges before the coordinates in

every example from the test set, only the coordinates were

analyzed in the three examples from the literature. These

reactions show behavior similar to those of the test set,

where fewer than 15 principal components are needed even

though many more coordinates are required to define the

full system. Even in the extreme case of the QM/MM

reaction path where there are thousands of atoms involved,

only six Cartesian principal components are necessary to

achieve chemical accuracy. For large systems, the maxi-

mum error is a better measure of the number of coordinates

needed, since the mean absolute error is an average over a

large number of nearly stationary atoms.

4 Conclusions

Principal component analysis is an effective technique to

significantly reduce the number of coordinates necessary to

accurately reproduce the geometric changes along a reaction

Scheme 2 Test reactions

Table 1 Comparison of the

number of principal components

needed to achieve chemical

accuracy (\1 kcal/mol) in the

mean and maximum absolute

error in the energy of the

reduced path

Reaction Cartesian Redundant internal coordinates

# Total # PCA mean # PCA max # Total # PCA mean # PCA max

Ene 45 4 9 79 4 8

Diels–Alder 57 3 5 244 3 5

Amide hydrolysis 45 5 8 112 5 7

Robinson annulation 126 5 8 283 4 7

Dichloroethane rotation 24 2 2 28 1 1

Alanine dipeptide 66 3 5 98 1 2
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path for a chemical reaction. For the representative reactions

studied here, the reduction often exceeded 90%. Such a

dramatic reduction may be useful in reaction path optimi-

zation, provided the reduced space is allowed to evolve

during the optimization. Additionally, coordinate reduction

may also be advantageous in reducing the cost of con-

structing and evaluating high accuracy interpolated potential

energy surfaces for studying reaction dynamics.
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